

● Answer the following questions. 
Question 1. What is a forest?
Answer: Forest is a large area where maximum number of plants, trees and different animals live together.

Question 2. What will happen if the number of trees is reduced in the forests?
Answer: If the number of trees are reduced in the forests, then the supply of fruits, flowers, cereals, vegetables, wood, medicines and oxygen will decrease.

Question 3. What else is there in a forest, except the trees?
Answer: Except trees, wild animals are also found in the forests.
 
●   important points .

 * Different parks and sanctuaries in Rajasthan:
•  Ranthambhore National Park, Tiger reserve - Swaimadhopur
 •  Keoladeo National Park and Ghana Bird sanctuar- Bharatpur
 •   National Desert Park in Jaisalmer 
  •   BarmerSariska National Park in Alwar.

  * Food chain :  The relationship between plants and animals on the basis of their food is known as food chain . 
E.g. locust eats grass, frog eats locust, a snake eats the frog and in the end an eagle eats the snake.

Food.                                                         Name of the animal that eats it
1. Plants                           -                            Rabbit
2. Deer                              -                            Lion
3. Hen                                -                            Fox
4. Seed                              -                             Hen
5. Rat                                -                             Cat

Question 1. What does a parrot eat?
Answer: A parrot eats green chilli, guava and seeds.

Question 2. What does a cow eat?
Answer: A cow eats grass and fodder.

Question 3. What does a squirrel eat?
Answer: A squirrel eats cereals, grains and fruits.




 Question 4. What do you understand by sanctuary?
Answer: A reserved area where several animals and plants stay together is called a sanctuary.

Question 5. Write about the Chipko movement.
Answer: Chipko movement- In the Garhwal area of Uttarakhand, contractors started cutting trees for their business. So, the people of the region protested it. They stuck themselves with trees to save them. This is called the Chipko Movement.

Question 6. Make a list of benefits which we get from the trees.
Answer:(i) Trees and plants give us fruits, flowers, cereals, vegetables, wood, medicines and oxygen.
(ii) Trees and plants bring rainfall.
(iii) It supplies food and fodder for animals.
(iv) It keeps the balance of environment as well as nature.


